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INTRODUCTION 
One of the principal types of heavy duty pavements in use in 
Missouri and in many other states is that lmmm as rigid type 
portland cement concrete. 
There have been two major trends in this type ot pavement -de-
sign. One of these trends is the use of short s1abs, i.e., 15 to 25 
feet, with no reinforcement. Another trend consists of concrete 
slabs containing distributed reint'orcement such as wire mesh or 
reinforcing bars with joints occurring at fair~ large interval.s of 
50 to 100 teet. As loads on the highways have increased the 
designers have increased the slab thicknesses and a consequential 
reduction in flexibility has reduced the degree of load distribution 
through the vertical layers of the paving system. In addition to 
added expense for subgrade stabilization this lack ot tl.exibility 
has contributed to many cracks being formed in the paving slabs 
af'ter a very short 1oading period and in some caaes even before 
the slab has been loaded, i.e., within 72 hours after pouring. It 
has been proposed that these early cracks ~n.q have been caused by 
temperature and moisture warping a short time after pouring and the 
aggravation caused by heavy and repeated loads caused them to widen 
or open to a point that they affect the materia1 useful lite or the 
roadway. Investigations are now being conducted at the Missouri 
School. or Mines and Meta:llurgy to determine the ettect o£ temperature 
and moisture variations on strains in a concrete slab. 
There exists an additional approach to the design of rigid type 
concrete pavements. This approach is the use or prestressed concrete 
1 
slabs. Within the space or the past few years~ the use of pre-
stressed concrete tor bui1dings and bridges in the United states has 
grown tram a comp1etely new idea into an accepted method or concrete 
construction. In Europe~ shortages or materials and enforced 
economies in construction have given prestressed concrete a sub~­
tial. impetus in the construction of apartment type dwellings and the 
rebuilding of banbed out bridges and docks. A considerable amount or 
work has been done, both in the United states and Europe, in the 
particular fields or structural design named in the two preceding 
sentences. Howenr, neither in Europe nor the United States haa 
enough basic research been done to app~ the prestressing of concrete 
slabs to highwq' construction. studies have indicated~ however, that 
the above mentioned cracking may be controlled and that greater loads 
JnQ" be carried by prestressed slabs thinner than the slabs now in use 
if the necessar.y economical designs and prestressing technique• can 
be developed. 
This investigation will attempt, by testa and anal¥sia~ to 
determine some of the inherent properties or plain nonrein1'orced 
concrete used by the Missouri State Highwq' Department. It is 
hoped, that, by prori.ding a better understanding or the Dature of 
plain concrete the information gathered in this investigation will 
aid in the design and uae ot prestressed concrete slabs for higb"WQ"a 




OBJECT OF THE INVESTIGATION 
A large amount ot work has been done to determine the strength 
and elasticity of concrete in compression and the data recorded are 
reliable. Because ot the dif.ficu1ty of making direct tension tests 
and of meaSuring strains on beams, the Moduli ot Elasticity in tension 
and compression are assumed to be equal and the bending stress formula 
is assumed to hold true tor beams. Available tests, however, show the 
actual tensile strength to be 40 to 50 percent ot the Modulus ot 
Rupture. 
Mr. Stanton Walker {1) performed a series of teats 
(1) Walker, stanton, Modulus of Elasticity of Concrete, Proceedings of 
the American Society for Testing Materials, Vol. xn, Part II, page 
510, 1919 
tor the ~erican Society for Testing Materials showing the relation-
ship between Modulus ot Elasticity in Compresaion and strength ot 
concrete for ages ranging from 7 dqa to 1 year. The testa were 
performed on standard 6 x 12 inoh cylinders cast in metal molds. 
These testa showed that the modulus ot elaaticity had a general re-
lation to the strength ot concrete but that this relation waa not 
linear. 
Mr. A. N. Johnson (2) in a cooperative project between the 
' {2) Johnson, A. N. • Concrete in Tension, Proceedings ot the American 
Society tor Testing Materials, Vol.. 26. Part II, Page 443.. 1926 
University of Maryland, the state Roads Commission of Mary"land and 
the U. S. Bureau of Public Roads compared the ratio of strength in 
tension to _ the strength in compression tor various concrete mixes 
varying in age trom 18 da1's to 250 dqa. The teats were performed 
on cylindrical sections 9 in. long by 4 1/2 in. in diameter cast in 
brass molds. Special grips were designed and used in a l.OO,(X)Q# 
Riehle testing machine .for the direct tension tests. He found the 
ratio or strength in tension to the strength in compression for 
concrete less than 90 days old to vary with age from 0.15 to 0.08. 
For concrete tested after 90 days the ratio leve1ed off at 0.08. 
Mr. J. w. Johnson (3) in doing work toward a Master of Science 
(3) Johnson, J. W., Relationship Between Strength and EJ.ast,icity ot 
Concrete in Tension and in Compression, Iowa state College Engi-
neering Experiment station Bu1letin 190, Vol. XXVI, No. 72, 1928 
degee at Iowa state College ran a series ot tests to determine the 
relationship between strength and e1asticity of concrete in tension 
and canpression. Altogether, salle 800 specimens were teated ot 
which 100 were beams, 350 were compreaaion cylinders and 350 were 
tension specimens. Tests were run on one series with ages varying 
trom 1 day to 9 months and the remainder were all tested at 28 
days. Mr. Johnson's results which are applicable to this paper are 
as :f'ol.lovs: 
1. The moduli of elasticity in tension and in compression. 
tor loads up to 50% ot the ul.timate • JD.Q' be considered equal 
tor design purposes. a1though in most cases the modu1us in 
compression is slightly larger than the modulus in tension. 
2. The stress-strain relationship is a curve tor the 
first application ot load. The degree of curvature increases 
with the stress. the increase being especial.ly rapid for loads 
above 75% of ultimate. 
3. The stress-strain relationship for the second and 
succeeding load applications is a straight line for compression 
and approaches closely a straight line tor tension. 
4. The strength-modulus ot elasticity relationship is a 
curve 1 the modulus ot el.a.aticity increasing less rapidl.y than 
the strength. 
5. The compressive strength of concrete is 8 to 17 times 
the tensile strength, depending on the age and consistency. 
6. The modulus of rupture strength of concrete is 1.8 to 
2.3 times the ultimate tensile strength. 
It should be pointed out that these teata were made a number 
ot years ago and the cement that was used at that time is not or the 
same quality aa the cement that is used in present dq concrete. In 
addition each ot these series ot tests was made using a specific 
type of coarse aggregate and sand none ot which coincide with the 
ones used in this aeries of investigations. Therefore, the reaul.ta 
~ be indicative o£ the resul.ts expected but are not necessa.ri.l:y 
comparable. 
To the knowledge of the author, no current existing research 
has explored the strains as rel..ated to strengths at very early ages. 
'Tile object or this investigation, then, is to determine the 
relationships existing between strengths and moduli of elasticity in 
tension and compression and to obtain sane indication as to when 
strains in the concrete at ear~ ages may be critical. These tests 
are to be made on a particular concrete mix approximating one of 
the mixes used by the Missouri state Highway Department in their 
current. design practice and are intended to show onl¥ the relation-
ships tor this particular mix. 
MATERIALS USED IN ~S 
All materials used in the concrete were checked to insure 
meeting the 1955 Missouri State Highway Commission-Standard 
Specifications. In addition to being checked at the Missouri School. 
of Mines Laboratories they were checked by the Missouri St.ate 
Highway Materials Laboratory at Jefferson City~ Missouri. 
CEMENT Cement used was normal commercial. TYPE l. cement all 
from the same burn. Cement was purchased .trom two manuf'acturers 
and agreements were made with them to purchase cement al1 trom the 
same burn. To minimize the variation in the cement 2 sacks were 
chosen at random trom the stockpile and blended before mixing with 
the aggregates. 
COARSE AGGR.PnA.TE The coarse aggregate was crushed llm.estone 
.trom the Bussen Quarry Compan;y ~ Lemay'~ Missouri. The specific 
gravity was determined by the Missouri state IH.ghway Department 
Materials Laboratory to be 2.66 and this val.ue was used in all 
calculations. The specifications tor gradation tor the coarse 
aggregate were as f'oll01Q: 















To eliminate the etf'ect of segregation in the bins the coarse 
aggregate vas screened and reproportioned and remixed. It was found 
during screening that a negligible am.awtt of aggregate was retained 
on the 1" screen so this size was complete:q eliminated in the 
mixture. The proportions of coarse aggregate used was as tollowa: 










FINE AGGRm-ATE (Sand) The tine aggregate was river sand procured 
trom the Meramec River Sand and Gravel ~, Pacific, Missouri. 
The specific gravity ot the sand was determined by the Missouri 
State Highway Department Materials Laboratory to be 2.55 and this 
va1ue was used in all calculations. It was- assumed that segregation 
ot the sand in the bins wou1d be negligible and no provision was 
made tor any correction. 
WAT.m Mi.:x:ing water was ord.inary tap water from the Roll.a Public 
Utilities System. 
PRE-MIXING PROCEDURE &th the coarse and tine aggregate were stored 
in a sub-basement ot the Department of Mechanics Laboratory Building. 
At least 72 hours previous to pouring, the aggregates were segregated 
and brought to the temperature..;.controlled room tor storing. The 
cement and water were also kept in the temperature-controlled room so 
that at mixing time all. materia1s were at the same temperature. 
Approximately 12 hours before mixing a moisture test was run on both 
the tine and coarse aggregate to determine the necesaar,r correction 
to keep a constant water-cement ratio in the concrete mix. A 
typical mix design will be found with the samp1e calculations. The 
temperature room was kept at a temperature ot 70 ±. 5 degrees 
Fahrenheit and the relative humidity- varied !rom 87% to 94%. 
MIXING PROCEDURE 1-l&terials were batched by weight in al.l cases. 
'£he mixing sequence was as follows: 
1. Wash }\ti.xer 
2. Add Gravel 
3. Add sand 
4. Add Cement 
5. Dry Batch 1 minute 
6. Add Water 
7. Mix 2 minutes 
The mixer was washed clean before mixing each batch. This procedure 
removed some mortar from each batch by sticking to the walls or the 
mixer but it waa felt that this was more practica1 than wasting a 
first. mix to ''butter" the mixer for succeeding mixes. One sl.ump 
test was made £or each batch and the concrete returned to the mix. No 
specific sl.ump was required or tried tor but they- were checked to see 
that they all tell in the same range. The control on the mixes in 
this series was to have a constant water cement ratio. The concrete 
.from the mixer was poured in a mixing pan and remixed w.i. th a shovel. 
to avoid the segregation caused by the mixer. The forms were filled 
and rodded according to ASTM procedures. Forms were not vibrated 
but were patted by hand to remove entrapped air and the beams were 
puddled with a trowel.. 
To minimize the variations caused by temperature and humidity 
changes it was decided to randomize the pouring and testing. This 
was accomplished by writing the number or the pour -and the order of 
testing on smal 1 sheets o£ paper and placing them in a box. They 
were then dra1m out by a disinterested party. The order o£ drawing-
became then~ the order of testing and pouring. This was done for 
eaCh or the series and provided the outline for the pouring and 
testing schedule. 
CURING Iumediately after being placed in the forms the cylinders 
and beama were placed in the temperature room and kept there unti.l. 
ready for testing. The specimens received no special curing other 
than constant temperature and humid:ity. As noted before~ the 
temperature was kept at 70 ± 5 degrees and the re1ative humidity 
varied t'rom 87% to 94%. Forms were removed immediately preceding 
the test. Al.l. remaining forms at 72 hours were removed at that time 
and the specimens cured the remaining period of time with the forms 
removed. The ambient temperature in the room was recorded wi.th a 
continuous recording thermometer. The humidity was recorded on an 
average of twice a day with a wet and dry bul.b thermometer. 
FOOKS Forms used for the cylinders were paraffined paper mo1ds 6 
inches in diameter and 12 inches high with metal bottoms. This type 
ot mold was first introduced in late 1949. Previously paraf~ined 
paper molds with paper bottoms had been used. Paraffined paper molds 
have been used almost exc1usi vely in general concrete work because 
or their econOiey' and convenience. It is interesting to note~ how-
ever~ a series or experiments made by Mr. Robert A. Burmeiater (4) 
Burmeister~ Robert A.~ Tests of Paper Mo1ds for Concrete Cylinders~ 
Joumal. of the American Concrete Institute~ V. 22 No. 1~ Tit1e No. 
47-2. Sept. 1950 
for the City o£ Milwaukee Testing Laboratory in 1950. He ll'.&de a 
total o£ 130 cylinders in three types of molds. The two types o£ 
molds mentioned above were used and in addition one-third o£ the 
cylinders above were cast in steel molds. All molds were removed 
after 24 hours and it was noticed that £or steel molds~ tops of 
molds and concrete were practically flush; but that for paper molds 
the paper walls protruded above the concrete. Upon removing the 
cylinder forms it was noticed that the concrete !rom paper molds had 
small. cracks in the surface whereas the concrete from steel mo1ds 
·1.1 .. 
did not. Upon testing the cylinders it was found that concrete cy-
linders from steel molds averaged 1.15 times the strength of concrete 
from paper molds with metal bottoms. The theory advanced for t.his 
. difference was "Elongation ot the cardboard during the early curing 
period causes cracking and mechanical injuries to the surface or 
shell or the cylinder or concrete. The circumferential increase in 
dimension of the mold is apparently not enough to free the mo1d £rom 
the concrete. The mold elongates as the concrete sets or hardens. 
causing surface movement ot the concrete until such a time when the 
concrete becomes strong enough to resist." This theory was supported 
by tests on the molds themselves which showed the e1ongation mentioned 
above. The redeeming feature in the difference noted above is that 
the strength ot concrete placed in paper molds is al~s on the lower 
or conservative side of the compression strength. 
The forms for the beams were made from 3/4" plywood 6" x 8" x .32"~ 
the base being grooved to hold the side forms securely. Since the 
beams were to be tested at very early ages and it was considered 
necessary to have some support under the beam while placing it on the 
testing machine the base of the form had hinges 4" .from each end to 
allow the ends o£ the form to be f'ol.ded down while placing the beam 
on the reactions. This allowed the center 24" o:r the beam to be 
supported at all times while moving the beam. The beam forms were 
fastened together with L-shaped bo1ts made in the shop or the Civil 
Engineering Department of the Missouri School. or Mines and 
Metal1urgy. The beam forms were oiled with motor oil before each 
pouring. 
NUMBER OF SPECIMENS Altogether there were 190 specimens on the 
schedule, 65 being compression cylinders, 65 being tension cy-
linders, and &J being beams tor Mod.u1us ot Rupture tests. In 
addition there were a few extra cylinders in each batch and these 
were scattered through the tests wherever needed. 
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FIG. 1 - MAKING FORM OOLTS IN SHOP 
TEST, PROCEDURE, INSTRUMENTATION 
/ 
AND 
Ml!.-rHODS OF REDUCTION OF DATA 
Since there are three distinct types of tests occurring in this 
series each of these will be taken separate];y and the procedures_ 
carried through to completion o£ the reduction of data. 
CCMPRESSIOO CYLINDERS 
The compression tests were made on standard 6n x 12n c~ 
pression cylinders cast in paraffined paper molds with metal. 
bottoms. The cylinders were tested at ages ranging from. 6 hours 
to 28 days and load versus deformation readings were taken through-
out the loading cycle. The 6, 8, 12, 16 hour tests were perf'ormed 
on a 0-3000, 0-6o00, 0-12000, 0-30CX>O, 0-600<X> Rieh1e Universal 
Screw Driven Testing Machine and the remainder or the tests were 
perf'ormed on a 0-600<X>, 0-300000 Riehle Hydraulic Compression 
Testing Machine. Both machines had been calibrated by a Riehle 
representative within the preceding 6 months and were well within 
the al.l.owable range of' 1%. They were checked with a Tinius Olsen 
proving ring which had been recent~ calibrated by the United states 
Bureau ot Standards. 
DESauPTION OF TYPICAL TEST The cylinders were tested at the 
following ages; 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, 36, 48, 60, 72 hours and 7, 14, 
28 dqs. The procedure was the same :tor all. testa except tor the 
f'olloviJls items. For the 6 and 8 hour tests the cylinders were not 
capped but had pieces o! fiber board placed on the top and bottom. 
:14 
The remainder o£ the cylinders were removed f'rom the forms and capped 
I 
with 1/4 inch of' Plaster of' Paris. The second difference was that 
tor the 6 and 8 hour tests the deformations were measured with two 
Ames gages and the remaining tests with a compensating compressometer. 
The procedure was as f'ollows: {l) remove form !"rom specimen; {2) cap 
cylinder as mentioned above; (3) p1ace cylinder on end in testing 
machine; (4) place compressameter on cylinder; (5) zero compressometer; 
(6) take readings or 1oad versus def"ormation during 1oading and (7) 
record ultimate 1oad. 
INSTRIJMFliiTATION The instrumentation used in this series of tests was 
for the purpose of' measuring the defor.mation ot a concrete c,ylinder 
under 1oad. As before mentioned this vas accomplished at very early 
ages by the use of' Ames dia1s having a 1east count of .oo~ inch. Two 
dials were used, being placed diametric~ opposite on the cylinder 
so that they coul.d. compensate !"or one another. The placement is 
shown in Figure 3. For the remainjng tests a Riehle compensating 
compressometer was used having a least count ot .0005. Figure 4 
shows the compressometer in place on the cylinder. 
ME'mOD OF REDUCTION OF DATA From the data taken in the l.aboratory 
of load versus deformation the f'ollowing were calculated. The cy-
linder was treated as a short column with an axially uniformly 
distributed load. Fran this treatment the unit stress (s) at any 
time was equa1 to P/A where P was the load and A was the cross-
sectional. area. The unit deformation (e) was equal. to (D/L) 'Where 
D was the total deformation and L was the gage l.ength under con-
sideration. Fran a plot of' unit stress versus unit strain the 







Four Methods of Determining Modulus of 
Elasticity from Stress-Deformation Curve. 
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FIG. 3 - PLAC~\ENT OF AMES DIALS ON COMPRESSION CYLINDER 
FIG. 4 - PLACEMENT OF RIEHLE COMPRESSOMETER 
There are in more or 1ess conmon use four distinct measures of 
the Modu1us of Elasticity. They are as follows: 
1. The "Initia1 Tangent" modu1us; the modu1us of elasticity 
determined by the ratio of stress to deformation as given by a 
tangent to the stress deformation curve at its begirming. It can 
be shown that the initial tangent is equiva1ent to a secant drawn 
to 5 to 15 per cent o£ the ultimate compressive stress. 
2. The ''tangent modulus"; the modulus o~f e1asticity determined 
by the ratio of stress to deformation as given by a tangent to the 
curve at some stress, ordinarily the working 1oad. 
3. The so-called "secant11 modu1us; the modul.us ot elasticity 
detennined by the ratio of stress to deformation as given by a line 
drawn from the origin or the curve to some stress, ordinarily the 
working 1oad. 
4. The "chord" mod.u1us; the modulus o~ elasticity determined 
by the ratio of stress to deformation as given by the chord dra~ 
between two points on the curve, ordinari~ defined by the limits 
of stresses for working loads. The chord modu1us is almost 
identica1 to the tangent modulus. 
Figure 2 shows the graphical conception of the above measures 
of modulus o£ elasticity. This relation must not be taken as 
typica1 as it was necessary to exaggerate the curvature for re-
production purposes. 
The secant modu1us is used in this paper tor the following 
reasons: 
1. As stated before, even though the stress strain 
re1ationship is a curve for the first l.oading this 
re1ationship tor other loads is nearly a straight 
line having a elope approximately the ~e as the secant 
modulus at 40 to 50 per cent o£ the £1rst loading. 
2. It is a detinite amount not dependent on guessing or 
sharpness or eye as some o£ the other methods are. 
All other curves were drawn .from the information given in the 
calculations mentioned previously and will be discussed at length 
later in the paper. 
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FIG. 5 - TESTING IN OPERATION 
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FIG. 6 - CRACKS IN CYLINDER AT FAILURE 
FIG. 7- COMPLETE .FAILURE SHOWING SHEAR CONES OF CYLINDER 
BEAMS FOR MODULUS OF RUPTURE 
The modulus of rupture tests were made on 6" x 8" x 32" beams. 
The beams were supported on simple supports Z7 inches apart and were 
loaded at the third points. The beams were tested at ages ranging 
from 6 hours to 28 days and load versus longitudinal strain readings 
were taken during the loading cycle. The tests were performed on a 
Tinius Olsen lO,OOC># Beam Testing Machine. This machine had been 
calibrated by a factory representative during the Spring of 1956. A 
diagram giving the loading arrangement is shown in Figure 8. 
DESCRIPTION OF TYPICAL TEST: The beams were tested at the following 
ages; 6, 8, 12, 16, 24, 36, 46, f:I:J and 72 hours and 7, 14, 38 days. 
It was found during testing that the beams 6 hours old wou1d not 
hold their own weight and the 6 hour beam tests were discontinued. 
The testing procedure was the same for all specimens. The procedure 
was as follows: (1) remove form from beam; (2) place beam on 
supports; (3) align testing head and place on beam; (4) place 
Huggenberger Tensometers on side of beam between third points, 1 
inch above bottom and one inch below top of beam oriented so that 
Huggenbergers may measure strain in the direction of the longitudinal 
axis of beam; (5) zero Huggenbergers; (6) take readings of load 
versus longitudinal strain during loading and (7) record ultimate load. 
INSTRUMENTATION: The instrumentation used in this series of tests was 
for the purpose of' measuring the longitudi na1 strain at two different 
points on a side of the beam; one near the top and one near the 
bottom. These strains were measured with Huggenberger Tensometers. 
The placement of' the Huggenbergers is shown in Fi.gure 9. One was 
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FIG. 8- LOADIN~ ARRANGEMENT ALLOWING )-\-JAY FHEEDOM OF MOVF:I'-~1ENT FOR BEAr.~1 
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FIG. 9 - START OF TEST. SHOWING PLACEMENT OF HUGGENBERGE~S 
placed 1 inch f'rom the bottom to measure tensile strains. An 8 inch 
gage length was used to average irregularities caused by pieces of' 
aggregate near the sur.race and any air bubbles caused by entrapped 
air in the concrete. 
The Huggenberger Tensameter is a lightweight sel£ contained 
instrument • relying solely upon a compound lever system for 
magnification. A di.agram o.r the lever system is shown in Figure 10. 
Five models are available, having magnifications of 300 to 2000 de-
pending on the model. The particular model used in this series of 
tests was Model A with a magnification factor of 1240. Figure 10 
i1lustrates diagrammatical~ the operation of the instrument. 
Frame C supports the lever system. including the fixed contact 
point a and rhamb b which serves dually as part of' the lever s.ystem 
and as a contact point. Rhomb b is integral with the arm h. Its 
rotation. resulting from the deformation of the materia1. magnifies 
the motion and transmits it. through link i, to the pointer g. 
where further magnification occurs. The readings taken from scale z 
are converted to actua1 strain values by application of the 
mu1tipllcation !actor, which is established for each instrument by 
calibration. The screw q. by moving the pointer pivot. provides a 
means for resetting the pointer during measurements or large 
strains. The Tensometers were attached to the specimens by means 
of light-weight C-clamps made especial.J.y tor use with the tensometer. 
METHOD OF REDUCTION OF DATA: As was stated previ.ous~ the beam was 
loaded at the third points. The purpose in a third point loading 
was to eliminate the vertical shear present in the center o! the 




The Hu~~enberger Tensometer Lever System 
machine used recorded a l.oad equal. to twice the l.ef't reaction and 
this wou1d be equal to the total l.oad' acting down on the beam. 
Dividing the l.oad into equal parts and applying these loads at the 
third points gives a bending moment equal to PL/6 where P is the 
load registered by the testing machine. A factor which w.as not con-
sidered in these results was the weight of' the beam. When a concrete 
beam is l.oaded to f'ail.ure using the third-point method, the f'ail.ure 
occurs in the middl.e third of' the beam as shown in Figure 11. In 
this portion of' the beam the bending moment · is assumed to be of' 
constant magnitude, but if' the weight is considered the bending 
moment will be increased by the amount w12/8 (where 'w equal.s the 
weight of the beam in #/in.) at the center of' the beam. The 
effect of this increase in bending moment would be an increase 
in stress ranging .from near 8% to 12 hours to l.ess than l.% at 28 
days. 
The general modulus of' rupture formula S equals Mc/I is based 
upon the assumption that moduli o£ elasticity in compression and 
tension are equal. and that the stress-strain diagram is a straight 
line. Assuming the stress-strain relationship to be a straight 
line bel.ow the elastic l.imit, it is valid only when stresses pro-
duced are within the elastic limit, beyond which def'l.ection in-
creases more rapidly than load. It cannot determine actual con-
ditions, then, atter that point has been passed. For purposes of 
comparison of brittle materials, such as concrete, however, it 
·has been easier to determine the value of S from this .formula with 
M, the moment, just preceding rupture. Modulus of rupture. which 
lies somewhere between ultimate tensile and ultimate compressive 
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FIG. 11 - BEAM AFTER FAILURE SHOWING BREAK IN MIDDLE THIRD 
strength, and does not express actua1 stress in the extreme beam 
tiber, is primarily useful for the purpose or showing relative 
strengths of specimens or the same size and shape. In the con-
ventional formula the tensi1e and compressive stresses in a beam are 
considered proportional. to the distances of the extreme fibers from 
the neutral axis, and a sing1e modulus o£ el.astici ty is assumed to 
apply to both tension and compression. For a beam that is composed 
of a homogenous and isotropic material and of a uniform section this 
p1aces the neutral axis at the center of the beam. Actually the 
neutral axis JIU.lst be positioned in accordance with the condition that 
the forces on any cross-section must result in a resisting coup1e. 
In the deri. vations that follow strain during bending is assumed 
as proportional. to the distance from the neutral axis. The basic 
assumption of the flexure theor.y asserts that plane sections through 
a beam~ taken norma1 to its axis, remain plane after the beam is 
subjected to bending. This is true even if the material behaves 
inelastica.l:cy. Rigorous solutions £rom the Mathematica1 Theory of 
Elasticity show that Slight warpage of these lines may take place. 
However, the warpage of adjoining sections is sim:i.l.ar in shape and 
is very slight if there is no shear at the section which is the 
case with a third point loading. Thus the distance between any two 
points remain practically the same whether warped or straight lines 
are considered. The foregoing assumption, therefore, forms an ex-
cellent working hypothesis for al1 cases. In the cases under 
consideration then. since the strains were measured at two points. 
one on the top and one on the bottom or the beam~ the neutral axis 
ror any load can be l.ocated by drawing a straight line between the 
plotted strains on the beam. This is illustrated in Figure 12. 
Measured straia at 











at top or 
lPIG. 12 - LOCATION OF NEUTR.~L AXIS BY MEASUREr-lENT OF 
STRAINS ALONG BE~ 
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The ultimate moduli or elasticity or concrete in simpl.e tension 
and in compression in a beam have been generally considered to be the 
same. Since the shape of the stress diagram and the location of the 
neutral axis will change when the elastic limit in tension is ex-
ceeded. it seems obvious that the moduli of elasticity in the tension 
and the canpression tibers of a concrete beam will be unequal. when 
failure 1oad is approached. 
Mr. c. P. Lindner and Mr. J. c. Sprague (5) in a paper published 
Lindner. c. P. and Sprague. J. c., Et~ect ot Depth of Beam Upon the 
Modulus ot Rupture ot P1ain Concrete, Proceedings of the American 
Society for Testing Material.s. Vol.. 55, page 1062, 1955· 
in the Proceedings of the American Society for Testing Materials have 
developed a series or equations which in their opinion show more 
nearly the relationship or tensil.e stress to compressive stress in a 
beam loaded to rupture. 
Their derivation was based on the tact that the neutra1 axis 
of" their beams tested stayed at the center or the beams until about 
30% of the u1timate strength and att.er that sl.owly shifted toward 
the compression side of the specimen. The strains measured for 
determination· of the 1ocation of the neutral axis were measured by 
SR-4 gages placed on the sides and top of the beam. From this they 
reasoned that the stress distribution on the tensil.e side of the 
beam was rectilinear up to some unlmown point and then became para-
bolic. The term coined by them for this stress distribution was 
"rectibolic" stress distribution. Their derivation of the forDJJl.as 
ani a diagram defining the terms used will be found at the end or 
this paper. 
A perusal of the strain distribution diagrams tor the beams 
tested in this series or tests. however. show that the neutral axis 
started shifting upon the application of load and slowzy shif'ted to-
ward the compression side or the beam throughout the loading cycle. 
a1though af'ter approximately 30 percent or the load had been applied 
the neutral axis remained in almost the same place tor the remainder 
ot the load cycle. This then. wou1d lead one to believe that the 
tensil.e stress distribution would be cl.osely approximated by a 
parabolic type distribution and this has been assumed in the deri-
vations that follow. 
In the development of the equations the concept that n equals 
E (compression) / E (tension) varies :from unity is used. When n is 
not equal to 1. a shirt in neutra1 axis is necessitated in order 
that the forces distributed over the cross-section wil.1 form a re-
sisting couple. The term y • which is greater than d/2 when n is 
greater than 1, is used to express the distance from the neutral 
axis to the extreme tiber stressed in tension. 
Shirting the neutral. axis along the conventional. rectilinear 
stress diagram resu1ts in inequality between the compressive and 
the tensile force. In order to make this a coup1e it will be 
necessar.y either to shirt the neutral axis back to the centroidal 
axis• or to change the compressive stress or the tensile stress in 
the extreme fibers. Since the neutral. axis will shirt toward the 
stronger aide or a beam when the elastic limit in the weaker side 
is exceeded• it the tensile stress in the extreme fibers remains 
unchanged there must be a decrease in the tensile stress with a 
corresponding decrease in the load which the beam. will carry. The 
exact shape of the diagram is not kDow~ so different types of stress 
distributions have been studied in attempts to get a clearer 
picture of the forces acting on the beam. 
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The distribution that most nearly rationalized the apparent 
facts developed by tests will be derived in the f'ollowing pages. As 
the compressive side of' the beam is stressed o~ to a small per-
centage ot the ultimate~ the conventional straight line stress-strain 
diagram on that side of' the beam is assumed in the derivations that 
follow. A diagram def'in:i.ng the terms used in the development is 
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FIG. 13- PARABOLIC- DISTRIBUTION OF TENSILE STRESS (n>l) 
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DEVELOPMENT OF PARABOLIC FORMULA 
A parabolic streas distributiea waa assuaed with the 
vertex e£ the parabela at the b•ttea of the beaa. F1s.l3 
illuatratea the ter.a diagr .... tically. 
c. 
r0 2ftY 2 (d-y) • T • 3 theretore 
Fro• the aasuaptiea that atraia varies aa a atraisht liae 
fro• top te betto• ef the beaa: 
a(d-y) 
y 
Solviag ter • 
~-y) 
2 
a • 4Y 3(d-y)2 
E 
let a equal E: 
let • equal y/d-y 
aad a will equal 4a2 
T 
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I• order to aelve £or atreaaes fitting the parabolic 
concept er atreaa distribution it ia aecesaary te ·eatablish 
the aoaeat aquatioa: 
Moaeat ara fer teasiea side equala 5/8 y 
Moaeat ara for compreaaiea aide equal• 2_(d-y)/3 
C is equal te T, therefere the tetal ... eat M .. Y be writtea 
as a c•uple usiag T as the £•rca aad the sums of the lever 
arms as the diataace betweea the fercea. 
3M 
2y [~y-+ ~(d-y)J 
The aomeat ia the equatioa preceding ia the momeat 
sustained by o•• unit of the width of the beaa. Ia erder 
that M aay represeat the total aomeat oa the beaa, M/b 
is substituted fer M ia thi• equatioa. The• chaagiag 
ft te Stt• ceafora te syabols aaalgeua te theae iR the 
standard rlexure fermula, the parabolic equation fer 
tensile stress at rupture beco•••= 
3M 
St = ------------------~ 
2by [~ + ~(d-y)J 
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There is one point that should be clarified and stressed at 
the present time. The equation to~ n that has been determined in 
the preceding paragraphs is the relationship between the modulus of 
elasticity in tension at f'ai1ure and the modul.us of' e1asti.city in 
compression at about 15% of' u1timate. To find the modulus ot 
elasticity at any other percentage of 1oad it w.i11 be necessar,y to 
p1ot the stress (parabolic) - strain diagram and determine the 
corresponding modu1us ot elasticity from that curve. 
FIG.l4 - ADJUSTING HUGGENBERGERS ON BEIM 
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FIG. 15 - TESTING BEAM 
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FIG. 16 - CHECKING POSITION OF FAILURE AFTER TEST 
43 
FIG. 17 - CLOSEUP OF BEAM FAILURE 
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INDIRECI' TENSION TEST 
A comp1etely satistactor.y tensile test has not been developed. 
Briquettes. cylinders and prisms with embedded studs a11 sutter f'rom 
stress concentrations and their making and testing have been fairly 
complicated procedures requiring much care. Flexura1 tests are 
easier but the Modul.us ot Rupture does not give a true tensile stress 
and the type ot test devel.oped in the preceding section requires 
strain equipnent and testing devices not 
test. 
Mr. Fernando Carneiro (6) has introduced a new method ot testing 
Carneiro. F •• Une Nouvelle Methode d'essai pour determines 1a 
resistance a la traction du Beton. Paris, Reun:lon des Laboratories 
d'essai de Materiaux. June, 1947 
in which a compressive load is applied to a cylinder a1ong two 
opposite generators (Fig. 18). This condition sets up a unif'orm 
tensile streu over the diametral pl.ane containing the applied load 
and fracture occurs along the plane. A cylinder at the time ot 
f'ail.ure is shown in Fig. 1.9. The tests were carried out in a com-
pression testing machine using strips ot aluminum f'aced vlth plywood 
between the specimen and the platens ot the machine. The testing was 
performed on a Rieh1e Universa1 Testing Machine• 0-60. 00011 already 
described in the compression aeries. which had recent~ been calibrated. 
Testa were made on specimens ranging in age f'rom 6 hours to 2B d.a¥s. 
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FIG. 1a - SPEC~N PLACED IN TESTING MACHINE,READY FOR TEST 
46 
FIG. 19 - SPECIMEN DURING FAILURE 
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FIG. 20 - SPECIMEN AFTER FAILURE 
DESCRIPTION OF TYPICAL TEST: The cylinders were tested at the 
f'olloving ages; 6. s. 12. 16. 24. 36, 48. I:IJ and 72 hours and 7, 14. 
28 days. The testing procedure was the same tor all specimens. 
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The procedure was as :follows: (1) remove form trom specimen (2) place 
cylinder on platens of' testing machine (3) align the l./2 inch wooden 
strips, one on the top and one on the bottom of the cylinder so that 
they are diametric~ opposite (4) appzy l.oad to specimen (5) record 
ultimate l.oad. 
INSTR~TATION: No instrumentation was required as ul.tim&te loads 
only were needed. 
METHODS OF REDUCTION OF DATA: The data was reduced by the method 
mentioned in the preced~ paragraphs and the ultimate tensil.e stress 
was plotted against age o£ specimen. A si mpl i tied treatment o:t the 
derivation is given in the following paragraphs. This derivation was 
taken .trom two books, one by Frocht (7) and one by Timoshenko (8) and 
Frocht, M. M., Photoel.asticity, Vol.. 2, New York, John Wiley and 
Sona, 1.948. pp 121.-129 
Timoshenko, s •• Theory of' Elasticity, 1st Ed., McGraw-Hill Book Co., 
Inc., 1934. pp 104-108 
from a paper by Mr. P. J. F. Wright (9) in the Magazine of Concrete 
-Research of London, &lgland. It is shown there that a compressive l.oad 
applied perpendicularly to the axis of a cylinder and in a diametricU 
plane gives rise to a uniform tensile stress over that plane. This 
Wright, P. J. F., Comments on an Indirect Tensile Test on Concrete 
Cyl.indera, Magazine ot Concrete Research, Vol. 7, No. al, July 1955, 
pp 87-96, London, Eng1and 
theory is based on two fundamental conditions ot stress distribution, 
which can both be deduced by mathematical analysis. 
The first basic stress distribution is that due to a concentrated 
force P {Fig. 21) acting on the edge of a plate of thickness t bounded 
by one straight edge but otherwise unlimited in extent. Assuming the 
material to obey Hookes law that stress is proporti.ona1 to strain, and 
assuming a condition or plane stress (i.e., no stresses perpendicular 
to the plane of the plate), the stress components on the e1ement 
shown are: 
radial stress, towards the point 
of application of the load 
circumf'erential stress, perpen-







'l'hws a concentrated load gives rise to a radia1 compression which 
decreases as r increases and as 0 increases. 
The second basic stress distribution is that in a circular disc 
subjected to a uniform pressure p arormd the edge {Fig. 22). Making 
the same assumptions as previously, the stress in any direction and 
at any point is equal to the applied pressure p, and there is no shear. 
Or ~ P 
<fo =- P 
1"'re • 0 
p 
FIG.21 - STRESSES IN A PLATE DUE TO A CONCENTRATED LOAD 
P APPLIED TO AN EDGE 
FIG. 22 - STRESSES I~l -' DISC DUE TO A UNIFORll. RADI.A.L 
FRESSURE p. 
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In Fig. 23 is shown a circular disc subjected to a concentrated 
load P, the disc being considered as part ot the plate in Fig. 21. 
At any point on the circ\.1Dl.Cerence there is a stress 2P Cos Q/ 11' tr 
acting towards 0 and from the geometry ot the figure r/d equa1s cos 
Q. Therefore 
(),a 2P 1 
r rrt d 
Let the circular area be removed tram the plate (Fig. 24) and 
such stresses q, be applied to the circum.terence as will maintain 
the same conditions ot stress within the disc; i.e., let stresses be 
applied exactly equal to those exerted by the surrounding area of the 
plate. Considering the equilibrium of the el.ement ABC, 
___ 2P._ BC • qAC 
7Ttd 
Therefore 
qa 2P BC • 2P 
_......rr .... t~d Ac -rr~t--d cos Q 
There are no forces in the direction BC. The stress at any point 
within the disc is still 2P cos Q / 1T tr 
'lbe conditions would be similar if the .torce P acted on the bottom 
ot the disc, and, therefore, upon the system of' stresses already 
described, a similar system inverted may be superimposed (Fig. 25). 
We now have a disc subjected to two opposite forces P acting along a 
diameter, and two sets of stresses, acting on the circumference, of 
magnitude 2Pr/ lTtdd al.ong AO aDd 2P r 1/ 7Ttdd along AO:t• These two 
external stresses are proportional to AO and A~ and ~ be repre-
sented by these lines in a parallelogram of stresses. The resultant 
is clearly AB equal. to 2P/ Tr td, which is constant and passes through 
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p 
FIG. 23 - STRESS AT THE CIRCill~FERENCE OF A CIRCULAR AREA 
OF THE PLATE SHOWN IN FIG. 21 
p 
FIG. 24 - A DIS'C SUBJECTED TO TrlE SAME LOADING AS THE 
~IRCUL!R ~RE_A, OF THE PLATE SHOWN IN FIG. 23. 
the center. Thus the two systems together are equivalent to a uni-
f"orm radial compression ot magnitude 21'/ fT td. Any el.ement within 
the disc is now subject to two radial stresses. 
Let us now superimpose a uniform radial tension o:r magnitude 
ot 2P / 7r t,d acting on the cirCUlllference ot the disc. The resul.tant 
distributed l.oads now vanish, and we are l.eft with the conditions 
ot the probl.em. i.e •• a disc subjected to tvo opposite .forces acting 
along a diameter (Fig. 26). Also this uni.form tension gives rise to 
a tensile stress 2P/ 1T td at all points in the disc and in any · 
direction. Ar\v el.ement A there£ore is subject to the tvo compressive 
stress components 2P cos Q/ 71 td in all directions. The exact 
stresses at any point can thus be calculated re~. 
In particular• on the vertical diameter 
g- ~- 0 
Thus the vertical stress component (compressive) 
·2P ........_ _ 
1Ttd 
(d + d (r ~d--r- - ].) ) 
and the horizonta1 stress component (tensile) 
By considering a cylinder ot concrete as a number or such discs. 
we see that a uniform tensile stress is devel.oped over the vertical. 
diametral. plane• and the val.ue ot this stress is 21!/ U DL where D and 
L are the diameter and length of the cylinder. 
Whereas the theory assumes a point 1oad on a thin plate. wtdch 
corresponds to line loacUng along a generator ot the cylinder. the 
l.oad is act~ distributed over a band ot appreciable width. If' 




FIG. 25 - TWO SETS OF FORCES SUPERIMPOSED 
p 
p 
FIG. 26 - DISC SUBJECTED TO TWO CONCENTRATED FORCES ALONE 
uni.tormly distributed over this width~ it can be shown that if" a is 
less than d/10~ the stresses on the vertical diameter approximate 
to the values below with suf'ficient accuracy. 
Vertically (Compressive) 2P (!!_ (o< + sin c( ) + 1.._- 1) 
1T td(2a d-r ) 
Horizontal.l.y {Tensile) ()9 :a oiiiiiiii2P~~ JTtd 
(1 - d ( ~ - sino( ) ( 2& ) 
where ~ is the angle subtended by the l.oaded area at the point con-
sidered (see Fig. 27). 
The effect of this distribution of load is shown :in Fig. 28~ 
which is ca1culated for a/d equa1 to 1/1.2. It will be seen that the 
tensile stress remains sensibly Wlchanged over about three-quarters 
ot the vertical plane~ but reverses to a comparatively high can-
pressive stress at the top and bottom. The maximum compressive 
stress is about 18 times the maximum tensile stress; thi.s suggests 
that f'ail.ure might occur by local. compression at the lines or 
loading but this has not been found to be the case. Inspection of 
the formula however indicate that the test is more comparable with 
a triaxial test than with a cube test~ and a compressive stress much 
higher than the cube strength could be developed without causing 
:!allure. 
The equation noted above for the horizontal tensi.1e stress at 
failure was used i.n computing the maximum tensile stress va1ues 









FIG. 27 - CONCENTRA'"':'ED FORCE REFLACED BY A. FORCE 
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FIG. 2'5 - STRESS DI.<3TRIBUTION IN CYLINDER LOADED OV~R A WIDTH 
D/1?. · HORIZOTJTAL STRESS C ~Jf·~fONENT u = 2F /trDL X C 
EXPLANATIW OF TAB!& 
The following tabl.es are a compilation of data taken during 
the tests in this study and in some cases trom canputed data made 
from these campi lations. The tab~es are sel.f'-explanatory as 
near~ as possib1e with a11 uni.ts and conversion factors inc~uded 
with the tabl.es. 
The tirst twel.ve tabl.es are stress-strain data on all. cy-
linders tested in compression. These run from 6 hours to 28 dl(ys 
in age. 
The next tabl.e is a consolidation of the ultimate compressive 
stresses given in the preceding tabl.es incl.uding an average ulti-
mate stress for each age for comparison. 
The following tabl.e is a record of the average modulus of 
elasticity drawn fran the average stress-strain curve at each age; 
the average ultimate strength at each age; and the measured strain 
in compression at 50% ot the u1timate strength taken f"ran the 
average stress-strain .curve. 
The next ten tabl.es are load and longitudinal strain data 
for all of the beams tested. These range in age t'rom l.2 hours to 
28 dqa. An average of the data taken is included tor plotting 
the average curves. 
The next two tabl.es are measured and ca1culated data taken 
.trom the beam tests and corresponding graphs. The terms listed 
in these tabl.ea are defined in the expl.anation and derivation of 
the equations used and w.U.l not be elaborated on here. These 
tabl.ea include the average results of the indirect tension tests 
tor the purpose of comparison. 
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The last table is a listing of the u1timate tensile stresses on 
all ot the c.ylinders tested by the indirect tension teat and include 
an average tor the purpose or p1otting an average curve. 
All laborator.y data taken in the complete series ot tests ia 
included in these tables. In some cases average curves have been 
plotted from these data instead of using individual. curves as it 
was felt that these would show the trend juat as well. If anyone 
is interested i.n the maxi mum and minimum values. they are in-
















STRESS AND STRAIN MEASUREMENTS IN COMPRESSION 
ON 6"x 12" CONCRETE CYLINDERS 6 HOURS OLD 
-
STRAIN IN/IN x 105 
I 1 II 2 II 3 # 4 # 5 
0 0 0 0 0 
79 146 327 597 133 
169 350 602 940 284 
313 600 830 1205 396 
434 833 1075 1445 502 
562 1070 1315 1666 616 
671 1280 1609 1872 730 
788 2103 a so 
913 . 971 
1o·so 1095 
1235 
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STRESS AND STRAIN MEASUREMENTS IN COMPRESSION 
ON 6" x 12'' CONCRETE CYLINDERS ~ HOURS OLD 
.STRAIN IN/IN X 105 
_fl Ji2 H 3 II .II.. JJ 5 
.0 0 0 0 0 
171 252 298 444 435 
242 434 463 663 585 
308 595 608 864 670 
392 775 750 logo 744 
500 965 936 1296 e14 
650 1175 1190 l52S .SS? 





29.40 25.80 2)o)Q 26c.50 40.60 
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* not in 
·uLTIMATE 
STRESS 
STRESS .4ND STRAIN MEASUREMENTS IN COMPRESSION 
ON 6" X 12n CONCRETE CYLINDERS 12 HOURS OLD 
STRAIN IN/IN X 106 
# 1 # 2 # 3 # 4 * # 5 * 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 6600.0 5175.0 
0 30.0 20 8460.0 6480.0 
20.0 89.6 55.2 9800.0 7570.0 
50.4 235 .o 129.7 10970.0 8440.0 
100.0 $73.0 260.0 12100.0 9340.0 
169.7 2305.0 475.0 13220.0 10190.0 
275.0 900.0 14830.0 11080.0 





eluded in average be cause of f ~ilure of supportj nf:! 





























STRESS AND STRAIN MEASUREMENTS IN COMPRESSION 
ON 6" X 12" CONCRETE CYLINDERS 16 HOURS OLD 
STRAIN IN/IN X 106 
IJ 1 # 2 II 3 # 4 # 5 
0 0 0 0 0 
• " 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 10.0 14.97 0 0 
0 40.0 45.1 14.97 10.0 
10.0 69.9 90.0 40.0 40.0 
' 14.96 110.0 . 149.7 85.0 60.0 
60.00 198.4 245.0 160.0 ao.o 
105.0 300.0 )60.0 290.0 105.0 
175.0 596.0 525.0 650.0 1)5.1 




















STRES .~ Ai1D STRAIN M~ASUR~1ENTS IN COMPRES ~3ION 
ON 6" X 12" CONCRETE CYLINDERS 24 HOURS OLD 
STRESS STRAIN IN/IN I 106 
PSI # 1 # 2 # 3 # 4 # 5 AVG. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
70,7 0 0 0 0 0 
. . 0 
141.6 0 10.0 5.04 5.04 10.0 6.02 
212.2 10.0 24.1 . 45.1 50.0 40.0 34.0 
2g3.0 )0.0 65.3 95.0 90.0 85.0 73.1 
353.3 60.0 120.0 160.0 135.1 120.0 118.9 
424.4 115.0 190.4 250.0 220.0 170.0 189.1 
495.8 205.0 316.0 384.5 365.0 220.0 297.5 
565.0 . 300.0 580.0 746.0 315.0 485.0 




















STRESS AND STRAIN MEASUHF>lENTS IN COMI-RES3ION 
ON 6" X 12" CONCRETE CYLINDgRs 36 HOUR3 OLD 
STRAIN IN/IN X 106 
# 1 # 2 # 3 tl 4 # 5 
0 0 0 0 0 
35.0 0· 0 25.1 0 
95.0 65.1 40.0 60.0 44.9 
140.0 110.1 75.0 115.0 ao.o 
190.0 175 .'2 140.0 175.2 140.0 
270.1 270.3 224.8 250.0 205.0 
355.0 426.0 329.5 395. 5· 275.0 
500.0 805.0 490.0 650.0 3~9.9 
791.0 550.0 
950.0 




























STRESS ftND STR~IN MEASUR~~ENTS IN COf.U RESSION 
ON 6" X 12" CONCH~TE CYLINDERS 48 HOURS OLD 
STRAIN IN/IN X 106 
# 1 # 2 # 3 # 4 # 5 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 5 .o 10.0 40.0 35.0 
25.0 70.0 65.2 95.0 90.0 
84.7 150.0 110.0 189.0 · 165.0 
1)6.0 240.0 175.2 280.0 255.0 
210.0 375.5 286.0 450.0 370.0 
295 .o . 576.0 488.0 720.0 510.0 
400.0 900.0 1089.0 1180.0 734.0 
550.0 1190.0 
1006.0 
1645 1363 1264 1282 1449 
65 , 








































STRESS AND STRAIN .ME.\SUREP.BNTS IN COMl 'RESSION 
ON 6" I 12" CONCRETE CYLINDERS 60 HOURS OLD 
STRAIN IN/IN X 106 
II 2 # 3 # 4 # 5 # 6 
0 0 0 0 0 
15.0 15.0 15.0 20.0 10.0 
84.7 90.0 71.2 50.0 40.0 · 
130.5 160.0 130.5 100.0 100.0 
190.5 275.2 1S5.0 265.5 150.0 
280.0 440.0 250.0 244.5 205.0 
365.0 675.0 330.0 334.7 290.0 
490.0 1010.0 415.0 390.0 390.0 
700.0 545.0 445.0 . . 500.0 
I 760.0 525.0 650.0 
1270.0 1046.0 
1212.0 































STRESS AND STHAIN ME~SUREMENTS IN COMPRESSION 
ON 6" X 12" CONCRETE CYLINDERS 72 HOUt(3 OLD 
STHAIN IN/IN X 106 
# 1 # 2 # 3 # 4 jJ 5 II 
0 0 0 0 0 
10.0 0 15.0 30.6 30.6 
40.0 44.7 55.0 S9.5 60.0 
75.0 89.5 110.0 140.0 110..0 
114.9 134.3 165.0 189.1 175.0 
160.0 200.0 234.0 275.0 244.5 
234.5 270.5 335.0 355.0 335.0 
)00.0 344.0 440.0 4g0.0 435.0 
365 .• 0 460.0 560.0 664.0 590.0 
455.0 650.0 780.0 9)5.0 789.0 
545.0 1250.0 
699.0 
2100 172g 1680 1686 1772 
67 

























STRESS AND STRAIN MEASUR.El-iENTS IN COMPRESSION 
ON 6" X 12" CONCRETE CYLINDERS 7 DAYS OLD 
STR .IN IN /IN ., 106 
# 2 # 3 # 4 # 5 # 6 
0 0 0 0 0 
10.0 50.0 35.0 50.0 55.0 
84.7 140.0 115.0 140.0 130.0 
164.7 244.5 209.5 240.0 215.0 
240.0 355.0 320.0 351.0 ' 320.0 
452.0 494.0 485.0 490.0 455.0 
664.0 674.0 710.0 670.0 625.0 
1100.0 1050.C 860.0 
2440 2475 2385 2500 2730 
68 
























STRESS AND STHAIN MEASUREMENTS IN COMPRESSION 
ON 6" X 12" CONCRETE CYLINDERS 14 DAYS OLD 
STRAIN IN/IN X 106 
r 
# 1 # 2 # 3 # 4 #· 5 
0 0 0 0 0 
40.0 40.0 30.0 40.0 60.0 
105.0 124.9 100.0 124.9 lh4.8 
180.0 204.5 200.0 209.7 250.0 
265.5 315.0 294.0 320.0 355 .o 
355.0 420.0 410.0 440;0 500.0 
460.0 546.0 564.0 590.0 735.0 
590.0 685.0 740.0 800.0 1000.0 
741~.0 1070.0 1124.0 
1026.0 
3375 3000 2850 2985 2580 
6-9 






























STRESS AND STR.~IN MEASUREMENTS IN COMPRESSION 
ON 6" X 12" CONCRETE CYLINDERS 28 DAYS OLD 
STRAIN IN/IN X 106 
# 2 ·# 3 II 4 # 5 
0 0 0 0 
54.9 50.0 74.8 40.0 
140.0 140.0 174.8 105.0 






244.5 305.0 350.0 369.0 254.5 ' 254.5 
315.0 3S4.5 480.0 505.0 360.0 335.0 
410.0 500.0 649.0 685.0 440.0 440.0 
490.0 609.0 940.0 849.0 . 565.0 540.0 
625.0 765.0 1600.0 1200.0 695.0 685.0 
784.0 1062.0 875.0 860.0 
1025.0 















ULTIMATE COMPRESSIVE STRESSES (PSI) 
-
AGE NUMBER OF SERIES 
AT 
I TEST # 1 # 2 # 3 # 4 # 5 l 
f 
r 6 hr. 17.20 12.20 10.95 13.95 19.25 
~~· 29.40 25.80 23.30 26.50 40.60 .. - -
12.hr. 117.7 66.10 85.00 ?f!.lO 135.0 
16 hr. 249.0 191.0 203.0 184.0 286.0 
--- --·-~hr. 696.0 534.0 648.0 612.0 790.0 
- --- ·-
~~~~ 1200 1065 1095 1050 1280 - --- -- --- - 1449 
; 48 hr. 1645 . 1363 1264 1282 1449 
~0-~r. l-'i6Q 1947 1361 1796 1672 1769 16g6 
l 72 hr. 2100 1728 1680 1772 1875 
2L.7S 2710 
r 7 day 2)85 2440 2385 2500 2685 
I 1000 84 d-;y ---33-75- 2850 2985 2580 2880 
---·- ·· -- .. _ .._.. 
1300 
2~ day 3710 3220 2842 2860 3380 
- - ----- -·· - L-·- - · ·-- · __ ._ _ ____ . _ _ 
AVG. MAX. MIN. 
14.71 19.25 10.95 
-- -
29.12 40.60 23.30 
--
96.38 135 .o 66.10 
--
222.6 286.0 184.0 
.. .... 
656.0 790.0 534.0 
-
1138 1280 1050 
1409 1645 1264 
16S6 1947 1361 
1807 2100 1680 
2514 2730 2385 
2945 3375 2580 
3219 3710 2842 
72 
AVERAGE MODULI OF ELASTICITY, ULTIMATE STRESSES, AND STHAINS AT 50% OF ULTirt.ATE 
FOR 6" x 12ri CONCRETE CYLINDERS IN COMrRESSION 
-s~~;N ~- ~~- -l 
ULTI. MA 'rE STRESS I 
IN/IN __j 
- -~.01 1 
I 
AGE AT TEST MODULUS OF ELASTICITY 
····- --- - - -· -- - · ---, · 
ULTI1t~.A. TE STRESS 
PSI PSI 
T 






8 hour 2500 29.12 i 
12 hour I 117,500 96.38 
0.006 
.00032 
16 hour 900,000 222.6 .000096 I 
24 hour 2,412,500 656.0 I I i .000088 
36 hour I 2,561,000 1138 
48 hour I 2,561,000 1409 I I I 
~0001792 
.0002160 
60 hour 2,625,000 1686 : 
72 hour .I 3, 233 J 000 1807 I I 










14 day 3,714,000 2945 
28 day 4,171,000 3219 
.000350 
_ j .000350 
73 
12 HOUR 
LOAD AND LONGITUDINAL STRAIN DATA 
6" X gn X 27" BEAM WITH THIRD POINT LOADING 
STRAIN X 1240 X 20 X 8 
L04D # 1 it 2 ., 3_ tz jJ 4 jJ 5 AVr:',. 
0. 
0 0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o +) 
100 E o. 50 1.0 1.5 1.25 o.o 0.85 
200 0 0.50 2.25 ).5 2.50 1.() 1.95 s... 300 c.-. o. 50 ).50 6.0 4.00 2.5 ).30 
400 ~ 1.00 5.25 7.0 5.50 4.25 4.60 500 0 1.50 7.25 7.50 5.41 600 '"0 2.50 2.50 
700 :: 4.00 4.00 goo r-f 6.20 6.20 
& 
0 
0 +> o.o o.o o.o o.o 0.0 o.o +) 
100 0 2.0 1.25 0.5 1.50 1.5 1.35 
200 .D ).0 ).00 2.0 3.00 3 .o 2.80 
300 s ).5 4.50 4.0 4.50 5.0 4.30 0 400 s... 4.5 7.00 7.0 6.50 7.25 6.45 
500 c... 5.1 10.00 8.50 7.S6 
600 0. 6.50 6. 50 ~ 700 t 9.00 9.00 sao ...-. 17.50 17.50 




LOAD AND LONniTUDINAL STRAIN DATA 
6'' X 8" X 27'' BEAM WITH THIRD POINT LQ,,DING 
STRAIN X 1240 X 20 X g 
LO.,D # 1 # 2 # 3 # 4 jJ 5 II AVG. 
0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
100 0.25 0.75 0.75 
-C.5 o.o 0.25 
200 0.50 1.50 1.5 
-0.25 o.o 0.65 
300 0.75 2.00 2.0 o.oo 0.25 1.00 
400 1.50 2.75 2.5 o.oo 0.50 1.35 
500 2.00 ).50 ).5 0.50 0.75 ~ .05 
600 2.50 4~50 4.25 1.50 1.25 2.80 
700 ~ ).00 5.25 4.75 2.00 1.50 ).)0 
800 0 3.50 6.25 5. 25 2.50 2.00 3.90 ....., 
900 s 4.00 7.00 5.75 3.00 2.50 4.45 1000 0 4.50 a.oo 6.50 4.00 3.00 5.20 
1100 s... 5.00 9.25 7.25 7.20 Ct.-4 
1200 ~ 5.50 10.50 a.oo 8.00 1)00 6.00 8.75 7.37 
1400 0 7.00 9.50 8.25 '"d 
1500 :: 7.50 10.50 9.00 
1600 1""""4 11.25 11.25 
1700 12.00 12o00 
0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
100 1.00 2.25 0.5 o.o 0.5 0.85 
200 1.50 ).25 1.0 1.0 1.25 1.60 
300 2.00 4.25 1.5 1.25 1.75 2.15 
400 2.50 5.00 2.0 2.00 2.50 2.80 
500 ).00 6.00 2.5 ).00 ).00 ).50 
600 a 4.00 7.00 3 .o 4.00 ).75 4.15 
700 0 4.50 a.oo 3.5 5.00 4.25 ~.05 4-) 
aoo +-) 5.00 9.00 4.25 6.00 5.00 5.85 
900 0 6.00 10.00 4.75 7.00 5.75 6.?0 .0 
1000 E 6.50 10.50 5.50 8.25 6.50 7.45 1100 0 7.50 12.00 6.25 a.sa s... 1200 ~ 8.25 13.50 7.00 9.58 
1300 0.. 9.00 7.50 8.25 
1400 ~ 10.00 8o25 9.13 
1500 ~ 11.00 8.75 9.87 
1600 r-f 9.50 9.50 
1700 10.00 10.00 




LOAD AND LONGITUDINAL STRAIN D~TA 
6" X 8" X 27" BEAM WITH 'l'HmD POINT LO,.DING 
STR~.IN X -l-240 X 20 X 6 
LOAD # 1 # 2 # 3 # 4 # 5 AVG .• 
0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
300 -0.5 o.o o.o 0.5 0.75 · O.lS 
600 o.o o.o 0.75 1.0 . 1 •. 50 0.65 
900 0.5 0.5 1.50 2.0 2.50 1.40 
1200 0.75 1.5 2.00 2. 5 . 3.50 2.05 
1500 A. 1.00 2.0 2.50 ).5 4.50 2 .• 70 1800 0 1.50 2.5 3.5.0 4.0 5.50 3.40 
2100 +) 2.00 ).0 4.50 5.0 6.50 4.20 
2400 a 2.50 4.0 5.50 6.25 7.50 4.95 
2700 e 3~00 4.5 6.50 ?.50 5·4 
3000 C't-t J.50 6.0 4.75 
3300 § 3-75 3-75 
3600 0 4.00 4.00 
3900 ~ 4.50 4.50 
4200 : 5·50 5.50 
4500 r-f 6.50 6.50 
4800 7.50 ?.'50 
0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
300 1.0 1.5 1•0 1.25 1.25 1.20 
600 1.75 3 .o 2.5 2.50 2.25 ~-4:9 
900 2.50 4.0 J.50 4.00 ).50 )·.50 
1200 ).50 s.s 5~25 5.50 4.50 4·85 
1500 a 4.50 ?.0 6.50 7.00 5.75 6.13 1800 0 5.50 8.25 a.oo 8.25 7.00 7.4.0 
2100 ..., 6.00 10.00 9·50 10.00 8.50 g ,.~.sQ · +) / 
2400 0 7.00 '11.50 11.00 11.50 10.00 10.20 
2700 ,J:l 8.00 14.00 13.00 14.00 12.50. 
3000 s 9.00 20.00 14.50 
3300 e· 10.00 10.00· 
3600 
.4-t 
11.00 11.00 A. 3900 :1 12.00 12.00 
4200 t: 13 ·~oo 1).00 
4500. r-t 14.50 14.50 
4BOO 16.00 16.00 




LOAD AND LONOITUDINAL STRAIN DATA 
6" X 8" X 27" BEAM WITH !lllliD POINT LOADING 
STRAIN X 1240 X 20 X S 
LOAD II 1 II 2 II 3 II 4 # 5 AVG. 
0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 500 0.25 0.5 1.0 1.25 0.75 0.75 1000 0.75 1.5 2.0 2.50 2.25 1.80 1500 0.. 1.50 2.75 3.0 4.00 3.50 2.95 2000 0 2.50 4.25 3. 75 5.50 5.00 4.40 
·2500 +) 3-25 5.25 5.00 6.75 5.75 5.20 3000 • 4.00 6.50 6.00 8.25 7.50 6.45 0 3500 S-4 4.50 8.25 7.50 9.25 7.37 4000 ~ 5.50 9.50 9.00 11.00 8.?5 4500 ~ 6.50 6.50 5000 0 7.75 7.75 5500 "'0 9.00 
. 9.00 6000 c 11.25 11;..25 r-4 
0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 500 1.75 1.5 1.5 1.5 2.25 1.70 1000 & 3.00 3 .o 2.75 3.0 3.75 ).10 1500 0 4.50 4-5 4.25 5 .o 5.50 4.75 2000 .._:) 6.25 6.25 5.75 6.5 7.00 6.35 .., 2500 
.8 7.75 a.oo 7.25 8.0 8.00 ?.80 3000 9.00 9.50 9.00 9.0 9.50 9.20 3500 a 10.25 11.00 11.00 11.00 10.81 0 4000 J..4 12.00 12.50 13.00 12.50 12.50 4500 c... 13.50 13.50 ~ 5000 ::s 15.25 15.25 5500 c: 16.75 16.75 6000 r-4 18.50 18.50 
ULTIMATE 6,400 4,420 5,110 4,82.5 5,040 .. ,. '. LOAD 
48 HOUR 
LOAD AND LONGITUDINAL STRAIN DATA 
6" X 8" X 27" BEAM WITH THmD POINT LOADING 
STRAIN X 1240 X 20 X 8 
LOAD /fl II 2 113 IJ 4 # 5 _llG_.._ 
0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 500 o.o o.o 0.25 1.75 o.o 0.40 1000 P.. o. 5 0.25 0.75 2.00 · . o'-~e 0.80 1500 0 1.5 1.00 1.50 3.50 1.5 1.80 2000 ~ 2.0 1.50 2.50 4.50 2.25 2.55 2500 II 2.75 2.00 ).25 5o-75 3.00 3.35 0 3000 ~ ).5 2.50 ~.50 7;25 4.00 4.3 5 3500 ).75 3.50 5.25 8.50 5.00 5.20 4000 ~ 4.5 4.00 6.00 10.25 6.50 6.25 4500 0 5.25 5.00 8.00 6.08 5000 ~ . 6.00 7.00 6.50 5500 c: 7.00 7.00 6000 ,.... 8.50 8.50 
0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o. o.o 500 
• 1.5 1.25 1.75 1.25 1450 1.45 1000 0 3.0 2.50 3.50 2.75 ).00 2.95 ~ 1500 ~ 4.25 4.00 5.00 4.00 i·' 4.)5 2000 .8 5.5 5.50 7.00 5.?5 .o 5.95 2500 
• 
7.0 7.00 8.75 7;50 ?.so ?.55 3000 0 8.5 9.00 11.00 9.00 9.00 9.30 3500 J.. 9.75 10.25 13.00 10.75 10.50 10.85 ~ 4000 0.. 11.0 12.00 15.00 1).50 12.25 12.75 4500 ::3 12.5 14.00 14.00 1).50 5000 c 14.0 20.00 17.00 5500 ,.... 15.5 15.5 6000 17.0 17.0 
ULTD1ATE 6,830 5,100 4,710 4,74.0 5,280 5332 LOAD 
60 HOUR 
LOAD AND LONGITUDINAL STRAIN DATA 
6" X 8" X 27" BEAM WITH 'l'HmD POINT LOADING 
STRAIN X 1240 X 20 X 8 
LOAD # 1 # 2 II 3 II 4 II 5 AVG. 
0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
500 o.o 0.5 o.o 0.25 0.75 0.30 
1000 o.o 1.0 0.25 1.00 1.75 0.80 
1500 Q.75 2.0 0.75 1.25 2.50 1.45 
2000 0. 1.50 3.0 1.50 2.25 3.50 2.35 
2500 0 2.25 4.0 ~.25 3 .oo 4.75 3.25 ~ 3000 & 2.75 5.0· 2.75 3.50 6.25 1,..05 3500 · o ).50 6.0 3.50 4.50 7.25 4.95 
4000 r... 4.25 7.0 4.50 5.50 8.25 5.90 t..t 4500 ~ 5.00 5.50 9-75 6.75 5000 5-75 5.75 5500 0 6.50 6.50 
6000 ~ 8.00 8.00 6500 1: 9.25 9.25 ..... 7000 10.50 10.50 
0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 500 1.0 )1.25 1.0 1~00 2.25 1.30 1000 2.5 2.50 2.25 2.50 4.00 2.7) . 1500 El 3. 75 4.00 3.50 ).75 5.75 4.15 2000 0 5.25 5.00 5.00 5.00 7.50 ·5.55 
~500 
..., 
7.00 6.50 6.50 5.25 9.25 6.90 ..., 3000 
.8 8.10 e.oo 8.00 6.50 10.50 8.22 3500 a 9.50 9.25 9.50 a.oo 12.25 9.70 4000 0 11.00 11.00 11.25 9.75 14.00 ll.1t,O 
4500 J.. 13.00 1).25 16.50 14.25 Ce-4 5000 p.. 14.50 14.50 5500 ::s 16.50 .16. 50 
6000 ~ . 18.50 18.50 
6500 ...... 20.00 20.00 
7000 22.00 22.00 
ULTIM.A.TE 7,760 4,460 5,370 5,005 5,280 5575 LO.\D 
79 
72 HOUR 
· LOAD AND LONGITUDINAL STRAIN D!TA 
.6" X 8" X 27" BEAM WITH 'l'HmD POINT LO,&.OING 
STR~.IN X 1240 X 20 X 8 
LOAD # 1 # 2 # 3 # 4 # 5 AVG. 
0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o . o.o 
500 0.5 ' 0.75 0.25 1.25 0.75 0.7 
1000 1.5 1.50 1.25 2.25 1.50 1.6 ·. 
1500 Q. 2.5 2.50 2.25 ).25 2~50 2•6 
2000 0 -3.5 J.50 ).25 4.25 ).50 ).6 
2500 +> 4.5 4.50 4.25 5.25 4.;;u 4.6 e 3000 0 5.75 5•·50 5.25 6.25 5.50 5.65 
3500 · S.. 6.25 6.50 6."50 7.25 6.50 .6._60 
4000 ft.t 8.00 7.50 7.50 7.50 8.00 7".70 
4500 I 9.00 8.50 9.00 9.50 9.25 9.05 
5000 0 10.00 9.50 10.00 9.6) "tj 
5500 e 11.50 10.50 ll.oq 6000 ,.... 1).00 1).00 
6500 ' 15.00 15.00 
0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o . 
500 ).0 1.2S 0.25 1.25 1.25 1.4 ' 
1000 4 .. 5 2.50 1.25 2.50 2-.75 ' 2.7 ' 
1500 ~ s:-.5 4.00 2.50 4.00 4.25 ·J.·,.OS· 
2000 +> 6. ?·'J . 5.25· 4,.00 5.?5 6.00 . 5~'4~. ' 
2500 
..., 
8.00 ' 6.75 5.25 7.00 7.25 · 6.85 0 )000 .0 9.25 8.25 7.00 s.oo 8.75 8~25 
3500 a 10.50 9.50 8.50 9.00 10.00 9.50 
4000 2 11.50 11.00 9.50 10.50 11.50 10.80 
4500 r... 13.00 12.00 11.00 12.00 1).00 12.20 
5000 g. 14.00 13.75 14.25 14.00 
5500 ::s 16.50 15.25 15.87 
6000 c 18.00 18.00 .... 
6500 . 20.00 20.00 




LOAD AND LONGITUDINAL STRAIN DATA 
6" X 8" X 27" BEAM WITH THmD POINT LO~.DING 
STR~IN X 1240 X 20 X 8 
LOAD II 1 # 2 If 3 # 4 # 5 AVG. 
0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 500 0.75 o.o 0.5 o.o 0.25 0.30 1000 1.50 0.25 1.5 0.25 o. 50 o.go 1500 2.50 . 1.00 ~-25 0.75 1.25 1.55 2000 3.50 1. 50 3. 25 1.25 2.00 ~.30 2500 4.25 2. 25 4.00 2.00 2.50 3.00 3000 Q.. 5.00 2. 50 5.00 2.75 3-25 0 3.?0 3500 ..,:> 6.00 3.50 5-75 ).25 4.00 4.50 4000 s 7.00 4.00 6.75 4.25 4.75 5.35 4500 0 8.00 4. 50 ~.00 5.50 S-4 6.50 5000 ~ 9.00 5. 25 9. 25 6. 50 7.50 5500 ~ 10.00 10.50 7.50 9.33 6000 0 11.00 8.50 9.75 6500 "0 12.00 12.00 7000 1: 13.25 1).25 M 7500 14.25 14..25 8000 15.5 15.50 
0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 500 1.5 1.25 1.0 1.5 1.0 1.25 1000 3 .o 3 .oo 2.5 3 .o 2.0 2.70 1500 4.2 4~00 4.0 4.5 ).5 4.04 2000 5.5 5.00 5.5 5.75 4.75 -~ .30 2500 li 7.0 6.25 7.0 7.25 6.00 6.70 3000 0 8.0 7. 50 8.25 8.50 7.25 7.90 3500 ..,:> 9.5 9.00 9.25 10.00 8.50 9.25 +> l,.OOO 0 10.5 10.00 10.50 11.50 10.00 10.50 
4500 _o 12.0 11.25 12.00 11.00 11.56 5000 s 1).0 12.50 1).25 12.75 12.$7 · 0 5500 H 14.0 14. 75. 14.00 14.25 c.-. 6000 15.0 16.00 15.50 6500 ~ 16.0 16.00 ::s 7000 1: 16.75 16.75 7500 r-f 17.5 1?.50 8000 18.5 18.50 




LOAD AND LONGITUDINAL STRAIN DATA 
6" X gn X 27" BEAM WITH 'tHIRD POINT LQ ,,DING 
STRAIN X 1240 X 20 X 8 
LOAD # 1 # 2 II 3 II 4 !I 5 AVG. 
0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
500 0.25 0.5 o.o 0.75 0.5 0.4 
1000 0.. 0.50 1.25 o.o 1.50 1.5 0.95 0 1500 +' 1.25 1.75 0.5 2.25 2.0 1.55 
2000 s ·1.50 2.50 1.25 ).00 2.5 2.15 
2500 0 2.00 ).25 2.00 4.00 3.5 2.95 ~ , 3000 ~ 2.50 3.50 2.50 4.75 4.25 ).50 
3500 ~ 3.00 4.50 ).00 5.75 5.00 4.25 4000 0 ).50 5.25 3.75 6.75 5.75 5.00 
4500 "'d 3.75 5.75 4.50 7.75 6.50 5.65 
5000 1: 4.50 6.50 s.oo 8.50 7.25 6.3 5 
5500 ...... 5.00 9.75 8.25 7.66 
6000 9.00 9.00 
0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 
500 s 1.0 1.0 0.4 1.75 1.75 1.18 
1000 0 2.25 2.50 1.5 ).25 3.25 2.25 +) 
1500 +-' 3.50 3.75 2.5 4.50 4.50 3.75 0 2000 .D 4.50 s.oo 3.5 6.00 6.00 s.oo 
2500 E 6.00 6.25 4.5 7.50 7.50 6.3 5 3000 0 7.00 7.50 5.75 8.75 9.00 7'.60 ~ 3500 4-t 8.00 8.75 7.00 10.00 10.25 8.80 
4000 Po. 9.25 11.50 8.25 12.00 11.50 10.50 
4500 ::s 10.50 11.00 9.75 14.00 13.00 11.65 
5000 : 11.50 12.00 11.00 16.00 14.25 12.95 
5500 ,...... 1).00 17.50 15.75 15.41 6000 18.00 18.00 




LOAD AND LONGITUDINAL STRAIN D~T· 
6" X ·gn X 27" BEAM WITH THIRD FOINT LOADING 
STRAIN X 1240 X 20 X 8 
LO.W # 1 # 2 # 3 # 4 # 5 AV~. 
0 o.o o.o o.e o.o o.o o.o 500 o.o 0.?5 0.25 0.5 1.0 0.50 1000 0.1 1.50 1.00 1.5 2.0 1.22 1500 0.5 2.00 1.50 2.25 3.0 1.65 2000 1.0 2.50 2.25 ).25 4.0 2.40 2500 1.5 3.25 2.75 4.00 5.0 3.30 3000 0.. 2.0 3. 75 ).50 5.00 6.0 4.05 0 3500 .., '2. 5 4.50 4.00 7.0 4.50 4000 &i ),0 4.75 4.50 6.75 8.0 5.40 4500 0 4.0 5.$0 5.00 7.75 9.0 6.25 5000 s.. 4.5 6.00 5.50 8.50 10.0 6.90 c...t 5500 ~ 5.25 6.75 6.50 9.50 11.25 7.85 6000 6.00 7.50 7.25 10.50 7.81 0 6500 "'0 7.75 12.00 9.87 7000 c 8.75 8.75 7500 ...... 9.50 9.50 8000 10.25 10.25 
0 o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o o.o 500 0.75 1.0 1.00 1.5 1.5 1.15 1000 1.75 2.0 2.00 ).0 ).0 2.35 1500 2.50 ).25 3.00 4.25 4.5 3.50 
'2000 4.0 4.25 4.25 6.0 6~0 4.90 2500 • 5.0 5.50 5.50 7.0 7.5 6.10 3000 0 6.0 6.50 6.50 s.so 9.0 . 7.30 .., 
3500 +) 7.0 8.00 8.00 . 10.25 8.31 4000 0 8.25 9.00 9.00 11.0 11.50 9.75 ,0 4500 B 9.50 10900 10.00 12.25 13.00 10.95 5000 0 10.50 11.00 11.00 13.50 14.25 12.05 . 
5500 
,.. 
11.50 12.50 12.50 15.00 16.0 1).50 ft.-4 
6000 A. 12.75 14.00 14.00 ' 16.00 . 14.19 65001 ::s 15.00 17.50 16.25 7000 c 16.25 16.25 7500 r-4 18.00 18.00 
8000 21.00 21.00 
ULTIMATE 
LOAD 
10,050 9,400 8,390 7,000 7,200 8408 
AGE or UL!IMl!l 
BBJJI LOAD 
I 
12 hr 582 
16 hr 16S8 
24hr 3Sl2 
)6 hi' Sl59 
~ hr S332 
60hr 5575 
72 hr 5917 
1 day 7222 
14 day 7199 
28 day 6408 
MEASURED ftST RESULTS FI10M BEAMS AT FAILURE LOADS AND 
PBRTIIBIT DATA COMPUTED 'lHEREFROM 
MIASURBD S'l'RAII IJtD ~J m d--J • • M 
!! rliLURB rid-., 
xl240x2Qz8 ia. ·ta. ia-# 
eo .. 
6.5 a.9 4.47 ).5) 1.27 2.15 2620 
. 
9.5 12.6 4.42 ).5S 1.24 2.04 7460 
7.4 14.9 SoOO )oOO 1.67 ).70 lS,SOO 
ll.2S lS.S 4.51 ).49 1.29 2.22 2),)00 
8.25 16.s s.oo ).00 1.67 ).70 24,000 
8.60 15.4 4.85 ).15 1.54 ).16 25,100 
11.70 17.4 ,..59 ).U 1.)5 2.4.2 26,600 
. ' 
11.5 . 18.6 1.,.11 ).29 1.4) 2.72 .32,500 
9.0 1a.s 5.04 2.96 1.71 ).90 32,400 














AGE OF P!IUBOLIC 
BEAM TIST 
ST 
12 hra 28.4 
16 hrs 82.2 
24 hrs 154 
36 hra 249 
46 hrs 234 
60 hrs 252 
72 hra 282 
7 day 336 
14 day 314 
28 day 3S5 
UNIT STRESSES AND MODULI OF 
ELASTICITY COMPUTED FROM AVERAGE MEASURED 
TEST DATA FOR ULTIMATE LOADS 
MODULUS OF INDIRECT SECANT f·!ODULUS OF ELASTICITY AT 
RUPTURE TEST F.A TT .nR ~ OF BEJ.l ( 
ST ST Ec n IT 
41 10.5 361,400 2·26 160,000 
117 24.0 1,669,500 2.30 726,000 
247 66.0 2,730,000 2.34 1,166,000 
362 116 2,810,000 2.42 . 1,162,000 
375 163 2,750,000 2.51 1,096,000 
392 166 2,750,000 2.60 1,060,000 
415 197 3,390,000 2.70 1,255,000 
507.5 26) 3,454,000 2.62 1,230,000 
506 293 3,940,000 3.06 1,290,000 
590 334 4,)80,000 ).51 1,250,000 
84 
TENSILE STRAIN 
AT FAILURE I 
















II 1 II 2 
6 hr. 0.66 0.84 
8 hr. 2.08 2.80 
12 hr. 8.32 10.60 
16 hr. 19.90 24.80 
24 hr. 53 .oo 71.60 
36 hr. 116 142 
48 hr. 131 193 
60 hr. 162 171 . 
72 hr. 165 195 
7 day 227 280 
21&.1 268 
14 day 232 313 
28 day 305 320 
406 
INDIRECT TENSION CYLINDERS 
ULTIMATE TENSION STRESSES (PSI) 
NUMBER OF SERIES 
II 3 II 4 II 5 
1.02 0.95 1.02 
3.40 1.77 2.21 
12.40 9.65 11.30 
31.80 21.70 21.70 
88.40 70.50 56.60 
116 104 132 
10!.. gg 
168 166 157 
185 133 181 
263 195 165 
~6~ 348 212 312 224 211 
333 332 219 
2g4 1?7 
318 311 345 
85 
AVG. Mil., MIN. 
0.90 1.02 0.66 
2.45 3. 4.0 1.77 
10.50 12.40 8.32 
24.00 31.go 19.90 
68.00 88.40 53 .oo 
116 142 99.0 
163 193 131.0 
166 185 133.0 
197 263 165.0 
263 348 211.0 
293 333 219,0 
334 406 J05 
EXPLANATION OF GRAPHS 
The following 33 graphs have been drawn entire~ from data 
obtained from the tests in this study. All ot the graphs are 
titled and are as selt-explanator.y as practicable consistent 
with good graphing. Al:L conversion f'actors and units are included 
in the graph headings. 
The first 12 graphs are the stress-strain curves f'or all of 
the cylinders tested in the canpresaive tests. All of the cy-
linders were graphed to show the consistency of results obtained 
in the testing. The modulus ot elast.icity at 50% ot the ultimate 
is also noted on the graphs and the portion of the curve used is 
indicated. 
The next three graphs are graphs or u1t1mate stress in com-
pression va. age or specimen. The first shows in detail the 
growth ot strength in the tirst 72 hours; the second is a graph 
trom 0 to 28 dlqs showing the general. trend 8l¥i the third is a 
logarithmic p1ot of strength vs. age. 
The following three graphs do the same thing tor modulus ot 
elasticity at 50% ot the ul.timate as the preceding three did tor 
strength. 
'nle 19th graph is a graph of strain at 50% ot the compreasi ve 
strength vs. age ot specimen. These strains were taken directly 
traa the average stress-strain curves in the first l.2 graphs. 
The next 10 graphs are graphs ot load vs. longitudinal 
strain on the beams tested. 'ftlese graphs show the relative 
position of the neutral. axis at 81V' age and the change in poai.tion 
ot the neutra1 axis with increasing load at &n1' age. The method 
of determining the position ot the neutral axis is given in the 
part of the paper pertaining to beams. 
The 3oth graph is a graph of ultimate tensile strength vs. 
age of specimen using three types ot f'ormul.a~ for comparison. They 
are: modul.ua of rupture, the parabolic :Cormula devel.oped in this 
paper, and the indirect t.ensi.1e test explained in thia paper. 
The 31st graph is a graph ot n va. age of ~cimen. ttn" is 
defined in the paper as E(canpreasion)/E(tension) and it was f'ound 
that n changed with age. This graph is the author's idea of' this 
change. ttnn is plotted on an exaggerated scale and the sl.ope of 
the solid line shown was determined from a d.iff'erent plot which is 
not included. It is believed, however, that this graph al.so shows 
the direction of the trend. 
The next graph is a graph of E(canpression) and E(tension) vs. 
age ot specimen in the concrete beam at the time ot f'ailure. These 
values were determined from the pl.otted. canpresaive stress-strain 
curYee and the values of n determined by the parabolic formula. 
The t:tna1 graph is a graph of the tensile strain at f'ail.ure 
in a beam va. the age of' the beam. 
All. curves are averages except the first 12. The variation 
in some cases vas f'air]J large but it vas .telt that t.he trend wou1d 
be determined :tran the averages. Each individual mix would have 
ita own constants for these values so that actual maximum and minimum 
values were not of prime importance. However, all data is ino1uded 
in the tab1es it anyone is interested in t.he m.xi mum and minimum 
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GRAPH OJ ULTIMATE COMPRESSI1 ~ STRESSES 
v s. 


































GRAPH OF ULTI ~AT ~ COJ I PRES SIV E: ~T. ~ESSES 
~'s. 
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SAMPLE CALCULATIONS 
DESIGN OF TYPICAL MIX 
Dry Rodded Specific 
:1.21 
~ % 








Mix Proportions 1:1.97:3.36 
2.55 1.50 0.885 
2.66 0.68 o.oo 
Cement - 1 sack 
Fine Aggregate 1.97 x 0.6850 
Coarse Aggregate ).36 x 0.5573 
~ater - 5.6 gal. 5.6/ 7.5 
• 0.4?82 cu.ft. Abs. Vol. 
-1.3495 " " " " " ~1.8725 " " " " " 
.0.7466 " " " " " 
Air - 0.06 % 4.4468 ff " " " rr .0027 
4.4485 cu.ft. concrete/ 
sack of cement 
Quantity desired per batch - 3 cu.ft. 
Number of sacks of cement required per batch • 3/4.4485 
• 0.674 sacks 
Batch Quantities of Cement, Dry A.~gregates, and Water 
Ceaent - 0.674 x 1 x 94 • 6).36 # 
Sand - 0.674 X 1.97 X 109 -144.73 #. 
Gravel - 0.674 x 3.36 x 92.5= 209.48 ·# 
~va ter - 0 • 6 7 4 x. 5 • 6 x 8 • 3 3 3 - 31 • 45 II 
Scale Weights ( includes moisture in a~gregates) 
Cement ( No Correctio•) ~. 6).36 D 
Sand - (144.73){1.00 .00885) = 146.01 H 
Gravel ( 209.48) ( 1. 00 • a·o) = 209.48 II 
Pounds of effective water in fine-aggregate 
( 0. 8 8 5 - 1 • 5 ) X 144. 73 = -0 • 890 II 1oo 
Pounds of effective water in coarse aggregate 
( 0 • 00 - 0 • 68 ) X 209. 48 : - 1 • 4 24 !f Ioo 
Total effective water in a~gregate = - 2.314 I 
Add to batch quantity of water -31.45.,. 2.31 • 33.76 # 
FINAL MIX 
Cement: 63.36 II 
Sand = 146.01} 
Gravel• 209.48 
1/2" '& 3 5 - 73 • 3 0 # 
#4 - 6~ - 125.59 II 
#10- 5% • -10.59 # 
Water • 33.76 # 
s -::: unit ' stree~ 
P = load 
COMPRESSION CYLINDERS 
A = cross-sectional area 
e & unit deformatio• 
D ~ total deformatio• 
L '" ~·~· length 
E =- secant 111odulu• or elasticity 
Sample data :for typical 28 day cylinder 
8 -: 1P :.· 50~ 09l# . =- 1770 psi 2 .3 sq. l.n. 
e~~ , •00ig61!?· = .000396 ia/in 
s 1770 ~&1 
E=e ~ .ooo3 6 in/in c 4,470,000 psi 
:1_22 
BEAMS 
ya [~)6+ 1] 
d-y = 8-4.47 cs 3.53 ia 
= ~6.:::.9) 6 ~ 1] = 
• =· y/rt-y = 4.47/3.53 = 1.27 
• d 4a2/3 = 4(1.27)2/3 = 2.15 
M= Fl/6 = 582(27)/6 = 2620 ia-# 
St = 3M/2by~y/8 + 2{d-y)/~ :a 28.4 psi 
Modulus o:f Rupture ~ Mc/I :. 2620( 4) /256 = 41 pai 
Moment ef I ~tertia :s bh3 /12 = 6( 8) 3/12 = 256 in4 
4-47 i•. 
Ee = slope gf st. line portion of Compressive Stress-straill 
curve: 361,400 psi 
Et =. EcD = 2. 26 ( 361,400) :a 160,000 p:r.a 
INDIRECT TENSION CYLINDERS 
o-... ,;x [ 1- ~(c(- aiR"'~ 
:: p ~61[ 1 - ~ (0.166) - 0.1656~ 
= .ooea4 P 
= .00884(1190) = 10.5 psi 
:124 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
As a whole, the instrumentation used in conducting this study 
was found to be satisfactory. The simpJ.est types ot instrwnentation 
that were available were used to el.:i..D'.inate a.ny- breakdowns· or loss 
or time during tests. The instrumentation used in all cases being 
mechanica.l.l.y operated, even though having their characteristic l.ag 
at the beginning of each test 1 was su.f'ticiently accurate for the re-
quirements of the test. It was i'el:t; that having the same party doing 
the work each time, even though it added to the fatigue of' the 
testing group, would eliminate the source of error or having 
different people combining their data and using the average resul.ts. 
It is believed that the testing procedure and instrumentation was 
stdticient~ controlled, and this is borne out, by the consistency 
ot the recorded data. It is believed that the data is reliable tor 
the particular concrete mix under consideration with the controls 
that were p1aced on the concrete being the same. 
INTE4tPRETATION OF DATA AND CONCWSIONS: Since there is very little 
existing data on concrete at very ear~ ages there is no possibility 
tor comparison with previous results. The conclusions drawn, there-
tore. _";will have to stand entirezy- on the data and interpretation data 
made in this series of tests. 
The tests will be taken in order and the resu1ts~ or each series 
will be discussed. 
The tirst series ot tests were the compression cylinders. From 
the data sheets and graphs trom this series ot tests it ~ be seen 
that in compression, concrete reaches more than 50% ot its 28 da7 
strength in 7 ~s. 'l'bis is a considerab:cy greater increase · than is 
shovn in most existing books on concrete. The concrete gaina 
strength ve'r7 rapi~ up to 7 dqs and then starts to level. otr. The 
graph ot strength vs. age pl.otted logarithmical.l¥ shows that the 
strength-age curve from 0 to about 30 hours p1ota as a straight line, 
:tram 30 to 72 hours as a di:t:terent st,raight line, and trom 72 hours 
to 28 days as a still di1'terent straight line. A. straight line on 
logarithmic paper means that the equation of the curve may be written 
as an exponential function. It has already been noted previously 
that :tran 3 d.ay'a to 365 dQ's the st.rength vs. age. plots on 
logarithim paper as a straight line. The period f'rom .30 to 72 hours 
seems ~ be sane sort of a transition period but the exact change 
taking place is not lmown. 
The graphs ot modul.us o~ elasticity n. age ot specimen toll.av 
the same trend as the et.rengt.h curves. However, the modulus ot 
elasticity has reached 75% o:t its 28 ~ strength at 72 hours as 
compared with 50% o:t its strength value at the same age. There-
tore, the concl.u.sion mq- be draw that., the atrength-moclulua ot 
el.aaticity relationship :tor ear~ ages ia a curve, the strength in-
creasing less rapidJ3 than the modulus or el.aaticity. When the 
modulus o:r elasticity is plotted :logarithmi.cal.ly vs. age ot specimen, 
the graph ia a aeries ot three straight lines simi~ to those tor 
the strength curve, indicating that. the modulus of elaaticity vs. 
age ot specimen may also be written as a series ot exponential 
functions. 
<Ale o:r the most interesting tacts to come from this aeries ot 
tests related to the atraina in compression. A plot ot the strain 
at 50% of u1timate strength vs. age o~ specimen was made and lt was 
noticed that near ~ hours the strain at 50% o! fai1ure was very 
critical with respect to the 28 d.q strain. In fact~ the strain at 
24 hours was 25% ot the strain at 28 days. The amount ot strain that 
the cylinder could carry without failure rose rapid:cy' on either side 
of this point indicating that this point was critical; the amount of 
strain at 50% of ta:Uure being o~ 0.00088 of an inch per inch. 
There was another critical point in canpreasive strain near 72 hours 
but not nearly so critica:L as the one at 24 hour•• In contrast with 
the strength and modulus of elasticity~ which are increasing at this 
time~ the allowable strain is at a minimum. It should be noted also 
that on the logarithmic p1ots or strength and modulus of elasticity 
that the period near 24 hours and 72 hours are the beginning and end 
respecti. ve:cy or the transition period mentioned in a preeetli ng 
paragraph. It is interesting to note that both ends of this 
transition period are critical. periods with respect to caopressive 
strain~ with the 24 hour period being the more critica1. 
In the beam tests tor modu1us of rupture and for using the 
parabolic formula severa1 interesting items arose. One was that 
the neutral axis of the beams tor early ages was one-hal.t to one 
inch above the centroid ot the croaa-ect.ion. This indicat.ed that 
the u1timate tensile streas was considerably 1esa t.b&n t.he modULus 
ot rupture would indicate and also that the relationships of 
modul.us ot elasticity in t.ension aad. caopresaion at the time ot 
ta:llure ot the beam was not a 1 to l. relationship. This tact ia 
el.aborated on in the discussion ot the tuta. 
In addition an indirect tensile test was run on cylinders to 
correl.ate the values with modulus of rupture and the parabolic 
distribut.ion discussed in this paper. These stress resu1ts are 
plotted versus the age of the specimen in the 3oth graph 1n this 
paper. It is interesting to note the relationship between the 
different streas tormnl as. They all have the same general shape 
even though they are quite different in magnitudes. These curves 
indicate that the tensile strengt.h reached about 60 to 70% ot its 
ultimate tensile strength in 72 hours and that the gain is fair:cy 
slow after that time. The graph shows that the parabolic stress 
distribution gives a stress o~ about 66% of the modu1ua or rupture 
values. This is in very close agreement wi.th a direct tensi1e 
test which gives about 45 to 55% of the modul.us of rupture value. 
The indirect test gives a value of about 57% ot the modulus ot 
rupture va1ue. It is believed by the author that the parabolic 
distribution of stress gives the more nearzy correct value for the 
following reasons. In the beams the tensile stresses are present 
in one direction only, witJl no stresses at right angles to this 
direction and no shear. In the indirect test the portion sub-
jected to a high tensile stress is also subject to a compressive 
stress perpendicular to the tensile stress. The strains produced 
by these stresses are of the same sign• and, as they 'are additive, 
the actual strain will be considerab~ greater than t.hat due to 
the tens:Ue strain al.one. As will be sholllll later, since :tJte 
failure ot concrete JD81' depend more on strain than on streas. it 
tol.lovs that tail.ure would occur at a lover stress than in the 
other methoda because ot the addition of these strains. In a 
direct tensile test the concrete is usu.al.ly poured in plane• 
perpendicul.ar to the application ot load during test. This will 
cause planes ot weakness which will lower the tai1ure l.oad.. In 
addition, any type of device to load the specimen will cause stress 
concentrations and local stresses Which would also tend to l.ower 
the ul.timate load. The modulus or rupture has already been proven 
to be in error by the shifting or the neutral. axis. This l.eaves the 
parabolic stress distribution aa the most near~ correct answer to 
the true tensile stress ot concrete. In spite or this tact, however, 
the author would like to point out that because ot the ease and 
eimplicit7 or the indirect test and the tact that the ditterenee in 
ul.timate strengths after 7 days is onq about 10%~ that there are 
strong arguments tor using the indirect test in a practical way. 
Especia.l.J3 in a test in the tie1d these points would be very 
valuable tor determining the strength ot concrete. 
The .31st graph shows the change in n with respect. to time. 
The trend is tor n to increase with time. The et~ect ot this in-
crease is shmm in the 32nd graph. This shows that !rom .3 dqs on 
the modulus ot elasticity ot concrete at failure in tension ia 
approximate~ a constant. This means that stress and strain at 
the time of tai1ure are increasing at the same rate wit.h respect 
to age. This tact also indicates that at .3 dlqs concrete becanea 
fairly stable in tension but one should remember that 'this is not 
the case tor compression. This further means that tension stress 
and strain carry about equal. vei.ght with respect to tail.ure a.tt,er 
3 days or that the gain in strength would be ae good a cri t.erion 
tor design as a strain design tactor. It ahould. be pointed out 
however that this intormation is good o~ to 28 ~s and no in-
formation is availab1e after this time. 
Graph number 33 is a graph o~ tensile strain at failure vs. age 
ot specimen. This shows that at 72 hours again there is a · critical 
value for strain; this time in tension. The corresponding critical 
Talue does not show up at 24 hours as it did in canpression. It 
should be emphasized that the strain necessary to cause fai~ure in 
tension at any time is less than one-f'ourth or the most critical 
strain in compression at l'ailure up through the age or 28 days. At 
28 dqs the strain at failure in tension is approximat~ one-eighth 
·of' that in canpression. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The concl.usions drawn from . this series of tests will now be 
listed in order to simplify them for the reader. 
l. The stress-strain curves for concrete at ver.y early ages 
are straight lines very different from those l.ater on. This indi-
cates a comp~ete change in physical properties at such ages. 
2. Both the strength and modulus of elasticity vs. age 
fUnctions may be written as a series of exponentials up to 28 day 
age. 
3. The strength-modul.us of el.asticity relAtionship is a 
curve, the strength increasing l.ess rapidl;y than the mod.uJ.us for 
the period up to 28 days. 
4. Up to 28 days the compression strength of concrete is 3 
to 8 times the tensile strength depending on the age and increasing 
with the age. 
5. The compression modulus of elasticity for concrete reaches 
over 50% of its 28 day strength val.ue at 24 hours while its strength 
is about 20% ot its 28 day value. This causes a -yery l.ow strain 
capacity at that age and makes strain in compression very critical. 
at an age near 24 hours. ·.1·his occurs again at 72 hours with a 
sharp rise in E but no corresponding rise in strength causing 
another critical point. 
b. The indirect tensile test gi. ves resul.ts about 7 /l.2 of those 
of the modulus of rupture of a o x 8 inch beam under third point 
loading and about 7/8 of the tensile stress as caJ.culated by the 
parabolic formula deveJ.oped in this study for the true tensiJ..e 
stress at faiJ..ure. 
/30 
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7. 'i'he indirect test is a simp.le way of testing concrete for 
tensiie strength and does not require any specia.l equipment. 
Standard e,rlinaer mo~ds ana an o~ compression ~hine may be 
used. 
8. Either the modu1us of rupture or the indirect test could be 
used for a relationship to true tensile stress at failure if the 
proper correction factor was applied. 
9. The moduli of ela.stici ty in tension and compression in a 
beam at failure are not equal. E in compression varies from about 
2 to about 3.5 times the E in tension~ the ratio increasing with 
age up to 28 days. 
10. The critica1 beam tension has a fairly constant ratio with 
respect to modulus of rupture at dif'f'erent ages and is about 2/3 of 
the computed modulus o:r rupture. 
11. The neutral axis of a beam loaded at the third points is 
not at the centroid of the cross-section but~ in the case of a 
6" x sn concrete beam~ is one-hal.t to one inch above the centroid 
and rising as the age increases up to 28 days. 
12. The strain in tension will be the criterion for design 
of prestressed highway slabs. The tensile strain at failure is 
approximately 1/Sth of that causing a compressive failure. Even 
at the most critical point for compression the corresponding ten-
sile strain at fai1ure is only 25% of the compressive strain 
causing failure. 
In conclusion. the writer wishes to state that in his opinion~ 
all of the information listed above will be of val.ue in the better 
umerstanding or concrete at ear~ ages. In particular, the in-
formation pertaining to stresses and strains will be of great 
importance in any type or construction where there is any 
possibility o£ load being applied be£ore the concrete has cured a 
reasonable amount or time. The intonnation pertaining to tensile 
strains will be of utmost importance in prestressing concrete slabs 
!or highwq use, as it is the writers opinion that tensile strains 
~ be the limiting criterion tor ~ early age prestressing 
operation as noted in the preceding conclusions. 
RECCMMENDATIONS 
The author recommends that additional tests be run at 40 
degrees Fahrenheit and 100 degrees Fahrenheit to determine if the 
critical. times for strain remain at the same age. If the strains 
at these ages do remain critical the author recommends that greater 
emphasis be placed on periods surrounding 24 and 72 hours to 
determine the exact critical points. In addition the author 
recamnends that some time be spent in determining the physical. 
change that takes place !rom 6 to 16 hours as there seems to be a 
canplete change in physica1 properties ot the concrete at that 
time as shown by the change in stress-strain diagram and sudden 
increase in strength. 
It is believed that the information gained by these additional 
tests will be necessary to correct:cy design concrete slabs that are 
to be prestressed under various temperature conditions. 
APPENDIX 
1.35 
DEVELOPMENT OF RECTIBOLIC FORMULA 
A stress distribution waa assu•ed that ia rectiliaear 
until soae uak•ow. streas inteasity ia reached, aa~ thea 
becoiles parabelic, hereia termed "rectibolic" str••• 
distributioa. The point at which the atresa curve diverges 
fro• a straight liae ia deai~aated the rectilinear li•it. 
Figure 13&ehewa this graphically aad utilizes the coavea-
tional aaau.ptioa that the iaitial •oduli of elasticity ia 
teasion aad ceapressioa are esseatially the aaae. The 
coacrete ia the beaa has reached the rectiliaear liait ia 
tensioa at the liae RL, and the atreaa ia the area belew 
exceeds the ••-called rectiliaear liait. The ela•tic 
li•it ia ceapreaaioa haa aet beea reached, •• that the 
co~pressive atreaa ia considered prop•rtienal to the 
dista~ce rroa the aeutral axia. 
c • ~(d-y) 
2 
T • Jfn{t.ttAD • (~)2- 2~~} 
AD. rc . y (d-y) , lD : Yfc (d:-y) 
' 
therefore ~c (d-y){4Yftfc y 2tc2 ~(d-y) • Jtc (d-y) - 2(d-y) 2 -
fc = 4 ~ a!y ) ±4/12 [(a:~-} 2_ 1] 
?t 3+ ( d-~ ) 2 
Fro• the aasuaption that atraia variea aa a atraight liRe 
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FIG. l)a- LINEAR-PARABOLIC ( "RECTIOOLIC") DISTRIBUTION 
OF TENSILE STRESS ("a greater thaa 1). 
1.36 
a ad 
therefore 4Y d-y . 
Ec (d-y) 
EtY 
where n equal• Ec 
It 
Solving fer n aad lettiag m equal 
[ 
4m± "1"12(m2-l)] 






Ia erder te aelve fer atreaaea fittiag the rectibolic 
coftcept er etreas diagraa it ia necessary te eatabliah the 
•oaeat equatioa. Oa the teaaiea aide (Fig. 13~ the tetal 
ar8a was aplit iate ita auberdi~ate geeaetric ahapea, the 
wtoaeJlt for each beiag cemputed aad the auaaatioa deteraiaed. 
Kaowiag thea that T times ita aeaeat ara aust equal the 
su .. atioa of the coapoaeJlt aoaeats oa the teaaioa aide, 
aad T beiag knew., the aoaeat ara fer the teaaioa •ide waa 
deteraiaed. C thea beiag kaowa, aad . the diataace te C 
being easily deteraiaed, aAd kaowiag that.C waa equal to 
T the total ~•••t wa• writtea •• a couple havia~ C as the 
aagnitude aad the diataace betweea the fercea of the 
couple beiag equal to the teasioa aoaent ara plus the 
ceapreaeioa •o•eat ara. Thia gave the fellewiag; 
M • ~ 2 )(d-y + - JJ>2 fc(d-y)[/ ) ytt~ftAD m2 
Z . AD 4ftAD -2---
The •••••t ia the tore~eiag equatioa ia the rnoaeat 
1.38 
austaiae~ by ••• uait of the width of the beaa. So that 
. M may represeat the total .. aeat •• the beaa aectioa, 
M/b is substituted £or M showa ia the foregoiag equatioa. 
Then · chaagias ~tt• s., to confor. to syabolisa aaalgoua 
to that used ia the standard flexure foraula and aa.kiag 
the £ollowiag aubstitutioaa. 
' 
fc:. d-y AD 
y 
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